
SAVE UP TO 70% ON TRADITIONAL COST
The international workers we hire make above-average salaries for where they 
live. Not only are those salaries significantly lower than U.S. averages, you also 
avoid employment taxes. It’s a win-win.

REDUCE TURNOVER IN ENTRY-LEVEL POSITIONS
Each time a domestic employee leaves your firm, filling the position has 
$4,800 in hidden costs, plus you lose weeks of productivity. Our Replacement 
Guarantee solves this costly and annoying turnover problem.

FREE UP YOUR HIGHER LEVEL EMPLOYEES
If you have overworked employees wearing multiple hats (and we all do!), hiring 
overseas team members to serve as assistants will relieve that pressure and 
skyrocket focus and productivity.

We are the largest and fastest growing 
staffing company for lawyers and law 
firms in the United States.  

Top 1% of verified 
english-speaking 
VA’s from Latin 
America

Founded by 
Lawyers, for 
Lawyers

Vetted, tested and placed 
using the highest 
matchmaking accuracy 
software in the market

Our Replacement GuaranteeTM: If at any time your Staffer is no longer the 
right fit for your team, we quickly replace them at no cost to you.

WHAT MAKES US 
AND HOW WE FIND 

DIFFERENT

THE BEST

PROCESS
OUR RECRUITMENT

Our specialized recruiting task force finds and filters the right people, the cream of the crop when 
it comes to offshore talent. Their dedication, commitment, and passion generate immediate 
results. Tell us which profile would be ideal for your firm and we will find the absolute best virtual 
assistant for you.

virtual assistants
what our clients say about our

"When we found Get Staffed Up, 
, a no-brainer for us."

it 
made it easy

-Adam Rossen

"It has been such a fantastic 
arrangement to have these 
Staffers!"
-Becky Torres

"Our staff knows what our goals 
are for our leads, our retainers, 
our consult, our income even"

"I can focus on more big-picture 
growth and strategy”

-Lydia Desnoyers

-Vanessa Vasquez

Visit
Email us at

Call us at

www.getstaffedup.com

freedom@getstaffedup.com


866 763 5699

the smart staffing 
 to fast 

track your way to 
solution

success

THE 7 KEY

POSITIONS
Finding domestic staff has become increasingly 

difficult. Hire Smarter. Hire International.    

$1,995/monthly

$1,995/monthly $2,145/monthly

$2,145/monthly

$2,145/monthly

$2,295/monthly$2,295/monthly


